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Abstract
In this paper we study the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation dX “ |X|α ˝dB, α P p´1, 1q,
which has been introduced by Cherstvy et al. [New Journal of Physics 15:083039 (2013)] in the context
of analysis of anomalous diffusions in heterogeneous media. We determine its weak and strong solutions,
which are homogeneous strong Markov processes spending zero time at 0: for α P p0, 1q, these solutions
have the form
X
θ
t “
`
p1´ αqBθt
˘
1{p1´αq
,
where Bθ is the θ-skew Brownian motion driven by B and starting at 1
1´α pX0q
1´α, θ P r´1, 1s, and
pxqγ “ |x|γ sign x; for α P p´1, 0s, only the case θ “ 0 is possible. The central part of the paper consists
in the proof of the existence of a quadratic covariation rfpBθq, Bs for a locally square integrable function
f and is based on the time-reversion technique for Markovian diffusions.
Keywords: Stratonovich integral, Girsanov’s example, non-uniqueness, singular stochastic differen-
tial equation, skew Brownian motion, time-reversion, generalized Itoˆ’s formula, local time, heterogeneous
diffusion process.
MSC 2010 subject classification: Primary 60H10; secondary 60J55, 60J60.
1 Introduction
Girsanov (1962) considered the Itoˆ stochastic differential equation
Yt “ Y0 `
ż t
0
|Ys|α dBs, t ě 0, (1.1)
driven by a standard Brownian motion B as an example of an SDE with non-unique solution. In particular,
it was shown that for α P p0, 1{2q, equation (1.1) has infinitely many continuous strong Markov (weak)
solutions as well as non-homogeneous Markov solutions; non-Markovian solutions can also be constructed.
Since then, equation (1.1) serves as a benchmark example of various peculiar effects which come to light
when one weakens the standard regularity assumptions on the coefficients of an SDE.
The proof of weak uniqueness for α ě 1{2 and non-uniqueness for α P p0, 1{2q with the help of random
time change was given by (McKean, 1969, §3.10b) whereas a construction of an uncountable set of weak
solutions can be found in (Engelbert and Schmidt, 1985, Example 3.3). The existence and uniqueness of a
strong solution for α P r1{2, 1s was established by (Zvonkin, 1974, Theorem 4).
Furthermore for α P p0, 1{2q, it was shown in (Engelbert and Schmidt, 1985, Theorem 5.2) that for every
initial value Y0 P R, there is a weak solution to (1.1) that spends zero time at 0 (the so-called fundamental
solution) and the law of such a solution is unique. Path-wise uniqueness among those solutions to (1.1) that
spend zero time at 0, and existence of a strong solution was proven by (Bass et al., 2007, Theorem 1.2).
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An analogue of (1.1) with the Stratonovich integral
Xt “ X0 `
ż t
0
|Xs|α ˝ dBs (1.2)
was recently introduced in the physical literature by Cherstvy et al. (2013) under the name heterogeneous
diffusion process. The authors studied the autocorrelation function of this process analytically and investi-
gated its sub- and super-diffusive behaviour with the help of numerical simulations. A similar system with
an additional linear drift was considered earlier by Denisov and Horsthemke (2002).
In this paper we will further investigate equation (1.2) with α P p´1, 1q. It turns out that equation
(1.2) has properties quite different from its Itoˆ counterpart. Let us first make some observations about it.
The only problematic point of the diffusion coefficient σpxq “ |x|α is x “ 0. For α P p0, 1q, the Lipschitz
continuity fails at this point, and for α P p´1, 0q even the continuity and boundedness. However one can
easily solve (1.2) locally for initial points X0 ‰ 0.
Indeed, assume for definiteness that X0 ą 0. For any ε ą 0, using the properties of the Stratonovich
integral, we see that the process given by
X0t “
´
p1´ αqBt `X1´α0
¯ 1
1´α
. (1.3)
solves equation (1.2) until the time τε “ inftt ě 0: Xt “ εu. Moreover, the solution is unique until τε.
Consequently, the formula (1.3) defines a unique strong solution until the time τ0 “ inftt ě 0: X0t “ 0u
when the process first hits zero. It is clear that extending the solution by zero value beyond τ0 gives a
strong solution. However, the uniqueness fails: as it is shown in Section 3, the formula (1.3) defines a strong
solution (called a benchmark solution), if we understand the right-hand side as a signed power function, i.e.
pxq 11´α “ |x| 11´α signx. In Section 3, we also construct some non-Markov solutions of (1.2).
The next question is whether, as for the Itoˆ equation, uniqueness holds within the class of solutions
spending zero time at 0; this question is addressed in Section 4. For α P p0, 1q, this question is answered
negatively: in Theorem 4.5 we show that equation (1.2) has also ‘skew’ solutions
Xθt “
ˇˇˇ
p1´ αqBθt
ˇˇˇ 1
1´α ¨ sign
´
p1´ αqBθt
¯
,
where for θ P r´1, 1s, Bθ is the skew Brownian motion, which solves the stochastic differential equation
Bθt “ 11´α pX0q1´α `Bt ` θLtpBθq, L being the symmetric local time at 0. Moreover, we show all solutions,
which are homogeneous strong Markov processes and which spend zero time at 0, have this form.
In Section 5, we propose an explanation for a diversity of strong solutions to (1.2) and discuss further
questions regarding the equation. Sections 6 and 7 contain the proofs of results concerning weak solutions to
equation (1.2), Section 8 contains the proof of existence of the bracket rfpBθq, Bs, and Section 9 is devoted
to the proof of the main result concerning strong solutions.
2 Preliminaries and conventions
Throughout the article, we work on a stochastic basis pΩ,F ,F,Pq, i.e. a complete probability space with
a filtration F “ pFtqtě0 satisfying the standard assumptions. The process B “ pBtqtě0 is a standard
continuous Brownian motion on this stochastic basis.
First we briefly recall definitions related to stochastic integration. More details may be found in Protter
(2004).
The main mode of convergence considered here is the uniform convergence on compacts in probability
(the u.c.p. convergence for short): a sequence Xn “ pXnt qtě0, n ě 1, of stochastic processes converges to
X “ pXtqtě0 in u.c.p. if for any t ě 0
sup
sPr0,ts
|Xns ´Xs| PÝÑ 0, nÑ8.
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Let a sequence of partitions Dn “ t0 “ tn0 ă tn1 ă tn2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u “ t0 “ t0 ă t1 ă t2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u of r0,8q be such
that for each t ě 0 the number of points in each interval r0, ts is finite, and }Dn} :“ supkě1
ˇˇ
tnk ´ tnk´1
ˇˇ Ñ 0
as nÑ8. A continuous process X has quadratic variation rXs if the limit
rXst :“ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
pXtk`1 ´Xtkq2
exists in the u.c.p. sense. Similarly, the quadratic covariation rX,Y s of two continuous processes X and Y
is defined as a limit in u.c.p.
rX,Y st :“ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
pXtk`1 ´XtkqpYtk`1 ´ Ytkq.
When X and Y are semimartingales, the quadratic variations rXs, rY s and the quadratic covariation rX,Y s
exist, moreover, they have bounded variation on any finite interval.
Further, we define the Itoˆ (forward) integral as a limit in u.c.p.ż t
0
Xs dYs “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
XtkpYtk`1 ´ Ytkq
and the Stratonovich (symmetric) integral as limit in u.c.p.ż t
0
Xs ˝ dYs “
ż t
0
Xs dYs ` 1
2
rX,Y st
“ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
1
2
pXtk`1 `XtkqpYtk`1 ´ Ytkq,
provided that both the Itoˆ integral and the quadratic variation exist. Again, when both X and Y are
continuous semimartingales, both integrals exists, and the convergence holds in u.c.p. There is an alternative
approach to Stratonovich stochastic integration, developed in Russo and Vallois (1993, 1995, 2000), which
allows integration with respect to non-semimartingales and non-Markov processes like fractional Brownian
motion.
For a process X , by LtpXq we denote the symmetric local time at zero defined as the limit in probability
LtpXq “ lim
εÓ0
1
2ε
ż t
0
Ir´ε,εspXsqds. (2.1)
In this paper, we define
signx “
$’&’%
´1, x ă 0,
0, x “ 0,
1, x ą 0,
and for any α P R we set
|x|α “
#
|x|α, x ‰ 0,
0, x “ 0.
With this notation, for example, for α “ 0 we have |x|0 “ Ipx ‰ 0q. We also denote
pxqα “ |x|α signx.
Throughout the article, C will be used to denote a generic constant, whose value is not important and may
change between lines.
3
3 Benchmark solution
Now we turn to equation (1.2). The concept of strong solution is defined in a standard manner.
Definition 3.1. A strong solution to (1.2) is a continuous stochastic process X such that
1. X is adapted to the augmented natural filtration of B;
2. for any t ě 0, the Itoˆ integral şt
0
|Xs|αdBs and the quadratic covariation r|X |α, Bst exist;
3. for any t ě 0, equation (1.2) holds P-a.s.
Define the benchmark solution to equation (1.2) by
X0t “
´
p1´ αqBt ` pX0q1´α
¯ 1
1´α
. (3.1)
The following change of variable result is crucial for proving that it solves equation (1.2).
Theorem 3.2 (Theorem 4.1, Fo¨llmer et al. (1995)). Let F be absolutely continuous with locally square
integrable derivative f . Then
F pBtq “ F pB0q `
ż t
0
fpBsqdBs ` 1
2
rfpBq, Bst.
Theorem 3.3. For α P p´1, 1q and X0 P R, the process X0 given by (3.1) is a strong solution to (1.2).
Proof. For each X0 P R, we note that the function
F pxq “
´
p1´ αqx ´ pX0q1´α
¯ 1
1´α
is absolutely continuous for α P p´1, 1q and its derivative
fpxq “
ˇˇˇ
p1´ αqx ´ pX0q1´α
ˇˇˇ α
1´α “ |F pxq|α
is locally square integrable, so by Theorem 3.2 the process X0 “ F pBq satisfies (1.2).
As explained in the introduction, the benchmark solution is a unique strong solution until the time
τ0 “ inftt ě 0: X0t “ 0u “ inf
tě0
!
t ě 0: Bt “ ´pX0q
1´α
1´ α
)
. (3.2)
when it first hits 0. However, the uniqueness fails after this time. Namely, with the help of Theorem 3.2 one
can easily construct other strong solutions; the proofs are the same as for X0 and therefore omitted. One
example is the solution stopped at 0.
Theorem 3.4. For α P p´1, 1q and X0 P R, the process
X 1t “
´
p1´ αqBt ` pX0q1´α
¯ 1
1´α
Itďτ0 ,
where τ0 is given by (3.2), is a strong solution to (1.2).
Both X0 and X 1 possess the strong Markov property, thanks to that of B. One can also construct an
uncountable family of non-Markov solutions. Namely, for any A,B ą 0, set
FA,Bpxq “
$’&’%
´|x`A| 11´α , x ă ´A,
0, ´A ď x ď B,
|x´B| 11´α , x ą B.
and
X
A,B
t “ FA,B
`p1´ αqBt ` pX0q1´α˘
which equals to zero as long as p1´ αqBt ` pX0q1´α P r´A,Bs.
Theorem 3.5. For α P p´1, 1q and X0 P R, the process XA,B is a strong solution to (1.2).
4
4 Solutions spending zero time at 0
The property of spending zero time at 0 is known to be crucial to guarantee uniqueness, see e.g. Beck (1973)
for the deterministic differential equations and Bass et al. (2007); Aryasova and Pilipenko (2011) for the
stochastic case. We will need also a concept of a weak solution to (1.2).
Definition 4.1. A weak solution of (1.2) is a pair p rX, rBq of adapted continuous processes on a stochastic
basis prΩ, ĂF , rF, rPq such that
1. rB is a standard Brownian motion on prΩ, ĂF , rF, rPq;
2. for any t ě 0, the Itoˆ integral şt
0
| rXs|αd rBs and the quadratic covariation r| rX|α, rBst exist;
3. for any t ě 0, rXt “ X0 ` ż t
0
| rXs|α ˝ d rBs
holds P-a.s.
Definition 4.2. A process X is said to spend zero time at 0 if for each t ě 0ż t
0
It0upXsqds “ 0 P-a.s.
In order to define solutions to (1.2), different from the benchmark solution (3.1) and spending zero time
at 0, recall the notion of skew Brownian motion. For θ P r´1, 1s, the skew Brownian motion Bθ “ Bθpxq
starting at x P R is the unique solution of the SDE
Bθt “ x`Bt ` θLtpBθq, (4.1)
where LpBθq is the symmetric local time of Bθ at 0; see Harrison and Shepp (1981) and (Lejay, 2006, Section
5). Roughly speaking, the process Bθ behaves like a standard Brownian motion outside of zero. At zero
its decides to evolve in the positive or negative directions independently of the past (the strong Markov
property) with the “flipping” probabilities β˘ “ 1˘θ2 . For the initial value x “ 0 and θ “ 0, B0 ” B, and
for θ “ ˘1, the solution to the equation (4.1) is a reflected Brownian motion starting at zero and can be
written explicitly, namely
B1 “ pB1t “ Bt ´min
sďt
Bsqtě0 d“ p|Bt|qtě0,
B´1 “ pB´1t “ Bt ´max
sďt
Bsqtě0 d“ p´|Bt|qtě0.
A complete account on the properties of the skew Brownian motion can be found in Lejay (2006).
First we describe the law of the absolute value of a weak solution that spends zero time at 0.
Theorem 4.3. Let α P p´1, 1q, and let X be a weak solution of (1.2) started at X0 such that X spends zero
time at 0. Then the law of the process Z “ ` 1
1´α |Xt|1´α
˘
tě0 coincides with the law of a reflected Brownian
motion started at 1
1´α |X0|1´α.
Having the law of |X | in hand we will describe all possible laws of the solution X itself. Essentially we
look for a process which behaves as a Brownian motion outside of 0 and spends zero time at 0. It is the
skew Brownian motion Bθ which comes to mind first as an example of a process different from B and |B|
which satisfies these conditions.
The skew Brownian motion is a homogeneous strong Markov process however it is not the unique process
whose absolute value is distributed like a reflected Brownian motion.
Indeed, one can construct the so-called variably skewed Brownian motion with a variable skewness pa-
rameter θ : R Ñ p´1, 1q as a solution to the SDE
BΘt “ x`Bt `ΘpLtpBΘqq, t ě 0, x P R,
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where Θpxq “ şx
0
θpyqdy. This process with |BΘ| d“ |B| (see (Barlow et al., 2000, Lemma 2.1)); however, if
θ is non-constant, BΘ is not Markov as the skewness parameter depends on the value of local time.
On the other hand, E´tore´ and Martinez (2012) showed that the inhomogeneous skew Brownian motion
which is a unique strong solution of the SDE
B
β
t “ x`Bt `
ż t
0
βpsqdLspBβq, t ě 0,
with a deterministic Borel function β : r0,8q Ñ r´1, 1s, is an inhomogeneous strong Markov process, and
|Bβ | d“ |B| for x “ 0 (see also Weinryb (1983)).
To exclude these processes we restrict ourselves to the case of homogeneous strong Markov solutions.
Theorem 4.4. Let α P p´1, 1q, and let p rX, rBq be a weak solution of (1.2) such that rX is a homogeneous
strong Markov process spending zero time at 0. Then there exists θ P r´1, 1s such that
rX “ ´p1´ αq rBθ¯ 11´α (4.2)
with a θ-skew Brownian motion rBθ, which solves
rBθt “ 11´ α pX0q1´α ` rBt ` θLt` rBθ˘, t ě 0. (4.3)
Moreover, rX is also a strong solution to
d rXt “ ˇˇ rXt ˇˇα ˝ d rBt, t ě 0. (4.4)
For θ “ 1, the skew Brownian motionB1 is a non-negative reflected Brownianmotion. Aryasova and Pilipenko
(2011) studied non-negative solutions of a singular SDE written in the weak form. By (Aryasova and Pilipenko,
2011, Theorem 1) there exists a strong solution to equation (1.2) (in the weak form) with initial condition
X0 ě 0 spending zero time at the point 0 and the strong uniqueness holds in the class of solutions spending
zero time at 0. Of course it is equal to the solution X1 which can be determined explicitly as
X1t “
ˆ
p1´ αqBt `X1´α0 `
´
p1 ´ αqmin
sďt
Bs `X1´α0
¯
´
˙ 1
1´α
, t ě 0,
where x´ “ ´minpx, 0q denotes the negative part of x.
Finally we show the existence of strong solutions different from the benchmark solution (3.1) and char-
acterize all solutions which are homogeneous strong Markov processes spending zero time at 0.
Theorem 4.5. 1. Let α P p0, 1q and θ P r´1, 1s. Let X0 P R and let Bθ be the unique strong solution of the
SDE
Bθt “
1
1´ α pX0q
1´α `Bt ` θLt
`
Bθ
˘
, t ě 0.
Then
Xθt “
`p1 ´ αqBθt ˘ 11´α (4.5)
is a strong solution of (1.2) which is a homogeneous strong Markov process spending zero time at 0.
Moreover, Xθ is the unique strong solution of (1.2) which is a homogeneous strong Markov process
spending zero time at 0 and such that
PpXθt ě 0 | X0 “ 0q “ β` “
1` θ
2
, t ą 0.
2. Let α P p´1, 0s. Then the benchmark solution X0t “
`p1 ´ αqBt ` pX0q1´α˘ 11´α is the unique strong
solution of (1.2) which is a homogeneous strong Markov process spending zero time at 0.
Remark 4.6. By Theorem 4.4, a similar uniqueness result also holds for weak solutions.
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The explicit form of the solutions (4.5) allows to study their long time behaviour easily. Setting for
simplicity X0 “ 0 we recall the transition probability density of the skew Brownian motion (see, e.g. (Lejay,
2006, Eq. (17))) and find the mean square displacement
VarpXθt q “ t
1
1´α ¨ `2p1´ αq2˘ 11´α ”pi´ 12Γ´ 3´ α
2p1´ αq
¯
´ θ2Γ
´ 2´ α
2p1´ αq
¯2ı
. (4.6)
Hence, Xθ demonstrates the diffusive behaviour VarXθt „ t for α “ 0, as the diffusion coefficient is a.e.
constant. For α P p0, 1q, the growing diffusion coefficient leads to the superdiffusion; for α P p´1, 0q, the
diffusion coefficient decreases to zero at infinity, hence we have a subdiffusion. Such behaviour was recovered
in Cherstvy et al. (2013), where one can find a discussion on the physical interpretation.
The crucial part of the proof of Theorem 4.5 is the existence of the quadratic variation r|Xθ|α, Bs which
follows from the following Theorem which is interesting on its own.
Theorem 4.7. Let f P L2
loc
pRq and let the θ-skew Brownian motion Bθ, θ P r´1, 1s, be the unique strong
solution of the SDE (4.1). Then the quadratic variation
rfpBθq, Bst “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
`
fpBθtkq ´ fpBθtk´1q
˘pBtk ´Btk´1q
exists as a limit in u.c.p. Moreover, let thmumě1 be a sequence of continuous functions such that for each
A ą 0
lim
mÑ8
ż A
´A
|hmpxq ´ fpxq|2 dx “ 0. (4.7)
Then
rhmpBθq, Bst Ñ rfpBθq, Bst, mÑ8,
in u.c.p.
The proof of this Theorem uses the approach by Fo¨llmer et al. (1995). For θ P p´1, 1qzt0u it is combined
with the time reversal technique from Haussmann and Pardoux (1985, 1986); for θ “ ˘1, we use the time-
reversal results for the reflected Brownian motion by Petit (1997).
5 On the relation between the Stratonovich and Itoˆ equations
Recall that a Stratonovich SDE dX “ fpXq ˝ dB with a smooth function f can be rewritten in the Itoˆ
form as dX “ fpXqdB ` 1
2
fpXqf 1pXqdt (see, e.g. (Protter, 2004, Chapter 5)). Although for α P p´1, 1q
the function x ÞÑ |x|α is not smooth, let us formally write the Stratonovich SDE (1.2) as an Itoˆ SDE with
irregular/singular coefficients
Xt “ X0 `
ż t
0
|Xs|α dBs ` α
2
ż t
0
pXsq2α´1 ds. (5.1)
Let us check whether the process Xθ satisfies this equation. For definiteness, we set X0 “ 0.
In order to be able to substitute Xθ into (5.1) we have to guarantee that the both summands of the SDE
(5.1) are well defined. Hence, for the existence of the Itoˆ integral we needż t
0
|Xθs |2α ds d“
ż t
0
|Bs| 2α1´α ds ă 8 a.s., (5.2)
and for the existence of the drift term we needż t
0
|Xθs |2α´1 ds d“
ż t
0
|Bs|
2α´1
1´α ds ă 8 a.s. (5.3)
The Engelbert–Schmidt zero-one law (Engelbert and Schmidt, 1981, Theorem 1) implies that for a Borel
function Φ: R Ñ r0,`8s
P
´ ż t
0
ΦpBsqds ă 8, @ t ě 0
¯
“ 1 ô Φ P L1locpRq,
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and hence (5.2) is satisfied for all α ą ´1, and the drift term (5.3) exists for α ą 0. This indicates that Xθ
is a solution of (5.1) for θ P r´1, 1s and α P p0, 1q.
To extend the existence result to α P p´1, 0s, we will consider the drift term in the principal value sense:
v.p.
ż t
0
pBsq
2α´1
1´α ds :“ lim
εÓ0
ż t
0
pBsq
2α´1
1´α ¨ Ip|Bs| ą εqds. (5.4)
The principal value definition is intrinsically based on the symmetry of the Brownian motion and hence
excludes the skew cases θ ‰ 0. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of Brownian principal
value integrals are given in (Cherny, 2001, Theorem 3.1, p. 352). In particular, the integral (5.4) is finite if
and only if α ą ´1.
This yields that for α P p´1, 0s, X0 is the solution of the Itoˆ SDE
Xt “ X0 `
ż t
0
|Xs|α dBs ` α
2
¨ v.p.
ż t
0
pXsq2α´1 ds. (5.5)
In their book, Cherny and Engelbert (2005) consider singular SDEs in the sense of existence of the
Lebesgue integrals (5.2) and (5.3). It follows from (Cherny and Engelbert, 2005, Chapter 5), that for α ď 0
the SDE (5.1) has a unique solution which sticks to 0 after hitting it. This behaviour seems to contradict
the fact that the benchmark solution X0 is a solution to the Stratonovich equation which spends zero time
at 0 for α P p´1, 1q due to Theorem 3.3. This contradiction is resolved by taking into account the fact that
for α P p´1, 0s the noise-induced drift has to be understood in the principal value sense (5.4) and not as a
Lebesque integral.
These observations lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. 1. For α P p0, 1q and θ P r´1, 1s, the process Xθ given by (4.5) is a strong solution of the
Itoˆ SDE (5.1). 2. For α P p´1, 0s, the process X0 given by (3.1) is a strong solution of the Itoˆ SDE (5.5).
6 Proof of Theorem 4.3
We use the following characterization of the reflected Brownian motion, see Varadhan (2011).
Proposition 6.1. Let pΩ,F ,F,Pq be a filtered probability space. A continuous non-negative stochastic
process Z is a reflected Brownian motion started at x if and only if
1. Z0 “ x a.s.;
2. Z behaves locally like a Brownian motion on p0,8q, i.e. for any bounded smooth function f : r0,8q Ñ R
such that fpxq “ 0 for x P r0, δs for some δ “ δpfq ą 0, the process
fpZtq ´ fpxq ´ 1
2
ż t
0
f2pZsqds
is a martingale;
3. Z spends a zero time at 0, i.e.
E
ż 8
0
It0upZsqds “ 0.
For the proof of Theorem 4.3 we will need a variant of the change of variables formula for functions
vanishing on a neighborhood of the irregular point of the SDE.
Lemma 6.2. Let ϕ P C1pRzt0uq and let p rX, rBq be a weak solution of the SDE
Xt “ x`
ż t
0
ϕpXsq ˝ dBs :“ x`
ż t
0
ϕpXsqdBs ` 1
2
rϕpXq, Bst.
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Then for any g P C2pRq which vanishes on a neighborhood of zero we have
gp rXtq “ gpX0q ` ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ϕ` rXs˘ d rBs
` 1
2
ż t
0
ϕ
` rXs˘´g2` rXs˘ϕ` rXs˘` g1` rXs˘ϕ1` rXs˘¯ds. (6.1)
The proof of this Lemma essentially follows the lines of the proof of the classical Itoˆ formula for Itoˆ
processes and is postponed to Appendix A.
Eventually, we prove Theorem 4.3. Let
` rX, rB˘ be a weak solution of the SDE (1.2) spending zero time
at 0. We consider the process
Zt “ 1
1´ α
ˇˇ rXt ˇˇ1´α, t ě 0.
which starts at Z0 “ 11´α |X0|1´α and also spends zero time at 0.
Let f P C2b pR`q be zero on a neighborhood of 0. The function gpxq “ f
`
1
1´α |x|1´α
˘
is also twice
continuously differentiable, bounded, and is zero on a neighborhood of 0, and
g1pxq “ f 1pzqpxq´α,
g2pxq “ f2pzq|x|´2α ´ αf 1pzq|x|´α´1, z “ 1
1´ α |x|
1´α.
Then Lemma 6.2 immediately yields
fpZtq “ g
` rXt˘ “ gpX0q ` ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα d rBs
` 1
2
ż t
0
´
g2
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇ2α ` αg1` rXs˘` rXs˘2α´1¯ds
“ fpZ0q `
ż t
0
f 1pZsq sign rXs d rBs ` 1
2
ż t
0
f2pZsqds,
so that the process
t ÞÑ fpZtq ´ fpZ0q ´ 1
2
ż t
0
f2pZsqds (6.2)
is a martingale.
7 Proof of the Theorem 4.4
Let
` rX, rB˘ be a weak solution of the SDE (1.2) spending zero time at 0. Then, by Theorem 4.3,
1
1´ α
ˇˇ rXt ˇˇ1´α d“ ˇˇˇW ´ X0
1´ α
ˇˇˇ
for some standard Brownian motionW , i.e. is a reflected Brownian motion starting at |X0|
1´α . We first establish
(4.2).
Proposition 7.1. Let Y be a continuous homogeneous strong Markov process starting at y P R such that
|Y | d“ |W ´ y|, W being a standard Brownian motion. Then there is θ P r´1, 1s such that Y d“ Bθ, where
Bθ is the θ-skew Brownian motion starting at y.
Proof. Since for any θ P r´1, 1s, Y d“W ` y d“ Bθ before the first hitting time of 0, it is sufficient to consider
the case of the initial starting point y “ 0.
Denote for a ă 0 ă b
τpa,bq “ inftt ě 0: Yt R pa, bqu
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and show that the probability
p`pεq “ PpYτp´ε,εq “ ε|Y0 “ 0q, ε ą 0,
does not depend on ε.
Indeed, if p`pεq “ 0 or p`pεq “ 1 for all ε ą 0, then the statement holds true.
Assume that there is ε ą 0 such that p`pεq “ β` P p0, 1q.
Let 0 ă ε ă ε1, then
p`pε1q “ P
´
Yτp´ε1,ε1q “ ε1
ˇˇˇ
Yτp´ε,εq “ ε, Y0 “ 0
¯
p`pεq
`P
´
Yτp´ε1,ε1q “ ε1
ˇˇˇ
Yτp´ε,εq “ ´ε, Y0 “ 0
¯
p1´ p`pεqq
“ PpYτp´ε1,ε1q “ ε1 | Y0 “ εqp`pεq `PpYτp´ε1,εq “ ε1 | Y0 “ ´εqp1´ p`pεqq.
Since LawpYt; 0 ď t ď τp0, ε1q | Y0 “ εq “ LawpBt; 0 ď t ď τp0, ε1q | B0 “ εq we get by virtue of the gambler
ruin problem for Brownian motion that
PpYτp0,ε1q “ ε1 | Y0 “ εq “ PpBτp0,ε1q “ ε1 | B0 “ εq “
ε
ε1
,
PpYτp0,ε1q “ 0 | Y0 “ εq “ PpBτp0,ε1q “ 0 | B0 “ εq “ 1´
ε
ε1
,
and hence
PpYτp´ε1,ε1q “ ε1 | Y0 “ εq “ PpYτp0,ε1q “ ε1 | Y0 “ εq `PpYτp0,ε1 q “ 0 | Y0 “ εqp`pε1q
“ ε
ε1
`
´
1´ ε
ε1
¯
p`pε1q.
Analogously
PpYτp´ε1,ε1q “ ε1 | Y0 “ ´εq “ PpYτp´ε1,0q “ 0 | Y0 “ ´εqp`pε1q “
´
1´ ε
ε1
¯
p`pε1q.
Hence we obtain that
p`pε1q “ ε
ε1
p`pεq `
´
1´ ε
ε1
¯
p`pε1qp`pεq `
´
1´ ε
ε1
¯
p`pε1qp1 ´ p`pεqq “ p`pεq “ β`.
Let now 0 ă ε1 ă ε. Due to the continuity of the paths of Y , p`pε1q ą 0, so repeating the previous argument
with ε and ε1 interchanged we eventually obtain that p`pεq “ β` for all ε ą 0.
Since Y is a continuous strong Markov process its law is uniquely determined by the Dynkin characteristic
operator
Afpxq :“ lim
UÓx
ExfpYτpUqq ´ fpxq
ExτpUq ,
where U is a bounded open interval containing x, see (Dynkin, 1965, Chapter 5 §3).
Choosing U “ Uε “ px ´ ε, x` εq, a straightforward calculation yields that for x ‰ 0 and f being twice
continuously differentiable at x
Afpxq “ lim
εÓ0
1
2
fpx` εq ` 1
2
fpx´ εq ´ fpxq
ε2
“ 1
2
f2pxq.
For x “ 0 the limit
Afp0q “ lim
εÓ0
β`fpεq ` p1´ β`qfp´εq ´ fp0q
ε2
“ 1
2
´
β`f2p0`q ` p1 ´ β`qf2p0´q
¯
exists for any continuous f such that β`f 1p0`q “ p1´β`qf 1p0´q and f2p0`q and f2p0´q exist and f2p0`q “
f2p0´q.
Hence A coincides with the generator of the θ-skew Brownian motion with θ “ 2β` ´ 1 (see Lejay
(2006)).
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By Proposition 7.1 and Theorem 4.3, the process rBθ “ 1
1´α
` rX˘1´α is a θ-skew Brownian motion with
some θ P r´1, 1s, starting at Bθ0 “ 11´α
`
X0
˘1´α
. Equivalently,
pBt “ 1
1´ α
`
X0
˘1´α ` rBθt ´ θLtp rBθq (7.1)
is a standard Wiener process. Comparing with (4.3), we need to show that pB “ rB. By the results of
Harrison and Shepp (1981), rB is adapted to the filtration generated by pB. Now we want to show thatpB “ rB a.s. By Lemma 6.2, for any function g P C2pRq, vanishing on a neighbourhood of 0, and for any
t ą 0 it holds
g
` rXt˘ “ gpX0q ` ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα d rBs
` 1
2
ż t
0
ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα´g2` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα ` αg1` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα´1¯ ds.
A similar formula, but with pB in place of rB, holds thanks to the equality rX “ `p1 ´ αq rBθ˘ 11´α , (7.1) and
the usual Itoˆ formula for semimartingales applied to rBθ. Indeed,
g
` rXt˘ “ g´`p1´ αq rBθt ˘ 11´α¯
“ gpX0q `
ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα d pBs ` θ ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα dLsp rBθq
` 1
2
ż t
0
ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα´g2` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα ` αg1` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα´1¯ ds
“ gpX0q `
ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα d pBs
` 1
2
ż t
0
ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα´g2` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα ` αg1` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα´1¯ ds
Consequently, ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα d rBs “ ż t
0
g1
` rXs˘ˇˇ rXs ˇˇα d pBs.
Now taking a sequence of non-negative functions gn P C2pRq, n ě 1, vanishing in some neighborhood of 0
and such that gn ě 0 g1npxq|x|α Ò 1, x ‰ 0, nÑ8, we getż t
0
IĂXt‰0d rBt “ ż t
0
IĂXt‰0d pBt
a.s. Since IĂXt‰0 “ 1 a.e. by assumption, it follows that rBt “ pBt a.s. As a result, rBθ is adapted to the
augmented filtration of rB, so in view of (4.2), the same is true for rX. Since rX also satisfies (4.4) by definition,
it is a strong solution.
8 Proof of Theorem 4.7
Let θ P p´1, 1qzt0u; the case of θ “ ˘1 is considered in Appendix C, and the case θ “ 0 is covered by
Fo¨llmer et al. (1995). Define
σpxq “ 2
1` θ signx and βpxq “
1
σpxq .
Let Y θ be the unique strong solution of the SDE
Y θt “ u`
ż t
0
σpY θs qdBs, u P R, (8.1)
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and consider the two-dimensional Markov process pY θ, Bq with the law
Pu,w :“ LawppY θ, Bq|Y θ0 “ u, B0 “ wq.
The process Y θ is called an oscillating Brownian motion, see e.g. Keilson and Wellner (1978); Lejay and Pigato
(2018).
The skew Brownian motion with parameter θ, starting from w0 P R and driven by a Brownian motion B
is the unique strong solution to the following stochastic differential equation
Bθt “ w0 ` pBt ´ wq ` θLtpBθq. (8.2)
Further, define the functions
rpxq “ x
σpxq “ xβpxq “
#
1`θ
2
x, x ě 0,
1´θ
2
x, x ă 0, spxq “ xσpxq “
x
βpxq ,
then sprpxqq ” x. The application of the Itoˆ–Tanaka formula (compare with (Lejay, 2006, Section 5.2))
yields
rpY θt q “ rpuq `Bt ´ w `
θ
2
LtpY θt q
“ rpuq `Bt ´ w ` θLtpBθq “ rpuq ´ w0 `Bθt .
(8.3)
In the following lemma we will use the functional dependence (8.3) of the processes pY θ, Bq and pBθ, LpBθqq
to determine the marginal density of the pair pY θt , Btq.
Lemma 8.1. For θ P p´1, 1qzt0u, t ą 0, the joint distribution of Y θt and Bt given Y θ0 “ u, B0 “ w is
Pu,wpY θt P dy,Bt P dzq “
2β2pyq
θ2
?
2pit3
´
2yβ2pyq ´ κu´ z ` w
¯
ˆ exp
´
´ 1
2θ2t
´
2yβ2pyq ´ κu´ z ` wq2
¯¯
dz dy,
(8.4)
where κ “ 1
2
p1´ θ2q, if θ´1prpyq ´ rpuq ´ z ` wq ą 0, and
Pu,w
´
Y θt P dy,Bt “ w ` rpyq ´ rpuq
¯
“ βpuq|θ|?2pit
´
e´
prpyq´rpuqq2
2t ´ e´ prpyq`rpuqq
2
2t
¯
¨ Iuyą0 dy.
(8.5)
In particular, the joint density of pY θt , Btq provided that Y0 “ u “ 0, B0 “ w “ 0 is
ppt, y, zq “ 2β
2pyq
θ2
?
2pit3
´
2yβ2pyq ´ z
¯
exp
´
´ 1
2θ2t
´
2yβ2pyq ´ z
¯2¯
¨ Iθ´1prpyq´zqą0. (8.6)
Proof. The joint distribution ofBθt and LtpBθq, t ą 0, is well known and can be found, e.g. in Appuhamillage et al.
(2011); E´tore´ and Martinez (2012); Gairat and Shcherbakov (2017):
P
´
Bθt P db, LtpBθq P dl
ˇˇˇ
Bθ0 “ w0
¯
“ 2β` ¨ Ibě0 l ` |w0| ` |b|?
2pit3
e´
pl`|w0|`|b|q
2
2t dz dl
` 2β´ ¨ Ibă0 l ` |w0| ` |b|?
2pit3
e´
pl`|w0|`|b|q
2
2t dz dl
“ 2βpbq ¨ l ` |w0| ` |b|?
2pit3
e´
pl`|w0|`|b|q
2
2t dz dl, b P R, l ą 0,
(8.7)
where in the last equality we redefined the value of the density at b “ 0 for convenience.
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Recall now that
Bθt “ rpY θt q ´ rpuq ` w0,
LtpBθq “ 1
θ
´
rpY θt q ´ rpuq ´Bt ` w
¯
.
The initial condition of u “ Y θ0 given, let us fix w0 “ rpuq, so that Bθt “ rpY θt q for t ě 0. Then the change
of variables b “ bpy, zq, l “ lpy, zq,
b “ rpyq, l “ 1
θ
´
rpyq ´ rpuq ´ z ` w
¯
, (8.8)
yields
l ` |w0| ` |b| “ 1
θ
´
rpyq ´ rpuq ´ z ` w
¯
` |rpuq| ` |rpyq|
“ rpyq ` θ|rpyq| ´ rpuq ` θ|rpuq| ´ z ` w
θ
“ rpyqp1 ` θ sign yq ´ rpuqp1 ´ θ signuq ´ z ` w
θ
“ 2yβ
2pyq
θ
´ up1´ θ
2q
2θ
´ z ´ w
θ
,
(8.9)
where we made use of the relation |rpyq| “ rpyq sign y. For y, u ‰ 0, the Jacobian for the change of variables
py, zq Ñ pb, lq is given by (8.8) and its determinant equal
J “
ˆ
βpyq 0
βpyq
θ
´ 1
θ
˙
, | detJ | “ βpyq|θ| ,
whence, noting that σpbq “ σpyq, we get (8.4). Similarly, we have (8.5). The remaining formula (8.6) follows
by plugging in w “ 0.
From now on we assume without loss of generality that θ P p0, 1q. Let all the processes under consideration
will be started at zero, u “ w “ w0 “ 0, so that Y θ “ Bθ{βpBθq.
Note that for any t ą 0
rpY θt q ´Bt “ Bθt ´Bt “ θLtpBθq ą 0,
2Y θt β
2pY θt q ´Bt “ 2βpBθt qBθt ´Bt “
`
1` θ signBθt
˘
Bθt ´Bt
“ Bθt ´Bt ` θBθt signBθt “ θLtpBθq ` θ
ˇˇ
Bθt
ˇˇ ą 0. (8.10)
Our aim now is to prove a generalized Itoˆ formula for Bθ, in the spirit of Fo¨llmer et al. (1995). Towards
this end, on a fixed time interval r0, T s we first establish a stochastic differential equation for the time-
reversed pair pY¯ θt , B¯tq “ pY θT´t, BT´tq, which is interesting by its own. We follow the method developed by
Haussmann and Pardoux (1985, 1986) for Markovian diffusions. For y ‰ 0 and z ă rpyq, s P r0, T q define
the functions
b¯yps, y, zq “ 1
ppT ´ s, y, zq
´
σ2pyq ¨ BpBy pT ´ s, y, zq ` σpyq ¨
Bp
Bz pT ´ s, y, zq
¯
,
b¯zps, y, zq “ 1
ppT ´ s, y, zq
´
σpyq ¨ BpBy pT ´ s, y, zq `
Bp
Bz pT ´ s, y, zq
¯
“ b¯
yps, y, zq
σpyq ,
and set b¯yps, 0, zq “ b¯zps, 0, zq “ b¯ypT, y, zq “ b¯zpT, y, zq “ 0. Noting that
Bp
Bz pT ´ s, y, zq “
2β2pyq
θ2
a
2pipT ´ sq3 exp
´
´ p2yβ
2pyq ´ zq2
2θ2pT ´ sq
¯´
´ 1`
`
2yβ2pyq ´ z˘2
θ2pT ´ sq
¯
, z ă rpyq,
and BpBz pT ´ s, y, zq “ ´2β2pyq BpBy pT ´ s, y, zq, we get
b¯yps, y, zq “ 2βpyq ´ 1
βpyq
´ 1
2yβ2pyq ´ z ´
2yβ2pyq ´ z
θ2pT ´ sq
¯
“ θ sign y
βpyq ¨
´ 1
2yβ2pyq ´ z ´
2yβ2pyq ´ z
θ2pT ´ sq
¯
, z ă rpyq.
(8.11)
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Proposition 8.2. Let for θ P p´1, 1qzt0u, Bθ be a solution of (8.2) started at 0. Then for any T ą 0,
pY¯ θt , B¯tq “ pY θT´t, BT´tq is a weak solution to the stochastic differential equation
Y¯ θt “ Y θT `
ż t
0
b¯yps, Y¯ θs , B¯sqds`
ż t
0
σpY¯ θs qdW¯s,
B¯t “ BT `
ż t
0
b¯zps, Y¯ θs , B¯sqds` W¯t, t P r0, T s,
(8.12)
W¯ being a standard Brownian motion.
Remark 8.3. a) Thanks to (8.10), the coefficients of (8.12) are well defined.
b) Equation (8.12) is very degenerate, and Y¯ θ and B¯ evolve proportionally whenever Y¯ θt ‰ 0. This, however,
will not hinder our analysis.
Proof. As above, we continue to assume without loss of generality that θ P p0, 1q and T “ 1. We need to
show that pY¯ θ, B¯q is a solution to the martingale problem with the generator
L¯tfpy, zq “
´
b¯ypt, y, zq ¨ BBy ` b¯
ypt, y, zq ¨ BBy `
σpyq2
2
¨ B
2
By2 ` σpyq ¨
B2
By Bz `
1
2
¨ B
2
Bz2
¯
fpy, zq.
Thanks to (8.10), it is enough to establish
E
”´
fpY¯ θt , B¯tq ´ fpY¯ θs , B¯sq ´
ż t
s
L¯ufpY¯ θu , B¯uqdu
¯
¨ gpY¯ θs , B¯sq
ı
“ 0
for any 0 ď s ă t ă 1 and functions f, g P C8pR2q having compact support inside the domain D :“ tpy, zq P
R
2 : rpyq ´ z ą 0u. Equivalently,
E
”´
fpY θt , Btq ´ fpY θs , Bsq `
ż t
s
L¯T´ufpY θu , Buqdu
¯
¨ gpY θt , Btq
ı
“ 0
for any fixed 0 ă s ă t ď 1. Define for py, zq P R2
vps, y, zq “ E
”
gpY θt , Btq
ˇˇˇ
pY θs , Bsq “ py, zq
ı
.
It is proved in Appendix B that v solves the partial differential equation´ B
Bs ` L
¯
vps, y, zq “ 0,
where
Lfpy, zq “
´σpyq2
2
¨ B
2
By2 ` σpyq ¨
B2
By Bz `
1
2
¨ B
2
Bz2
¯
fpy, zq. (8.13)
Denote by x¨, ¨y the scalar product in L2pR2q. Write
ErfpY θt , BtqgpY θt , Btqs ´ErfpY θs , BsqgpY θt , Btqs
“ ErfpY θt , Btqvpt, Y θt , Btqs ´ErfpY θs , Bsqvps, Y θs , Bsqs
“ xfpptq, vptqy ´ xfppsq, vpsqy
“
ż t
s
B
f
B
Buppuq, vpuq
F
du`
ż t
s
B
fppuq, BBuvpuq
F
du
“
ż t
s
B
f
B
Buppuq, vpuq
F
du´
ż t
s
xfppuq,Lvpuqy du.
Using (B.2) from the Appendix B, we get@
fppuq,LvpuqD “ @vpuq,L`fppuq˘D .
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Write
ppu, y, zq “ 2β
2pyq
θ
ϕ1u
´z ´ 2yβ2pyq
θ
¯
Izărpyq, (8.14)
where ϕtpxq “ 1?
2pit
e´
x2
2t is the standard Gaussian density. Now we have
L
`
fppuq˘py, zq “fpy, zq ¨ Lppu, y, zq ` ppu, y, zq ¨ Lfpy, zq
`
´
σpyq ¨ BBy fpy, zq `
B
Bz fpy, zq
¯´
σpyq ¨ BBy ppu, y, zq `
B
Bz ppu, y, zq
¯
.
From (8.14), for y ‰ 0, z ă rpyq,
Lppu, y, zq “
´4β4pyq
θ3
´ 4β
3pyq
θ3
` β
2pyq
θ3
¯
¨ ϕ3u
´z ´ 2yβ2pyq
θ
¯
“ β
2pyq
θ3
¨ p2βpyq ´ 1q2 ¨ ϕ3u
´z ´ 2yβ2pyq
θ
¯
“ β
2pyq
θ
¨ ϕ3u
´z ´ 2yβ2pyq
θ
¯
.
On the other hand, since BBtϕ
1
t “ 12ϕ3t , we get
Lppu, y, zq “ BBuppu, y, zq.
Further, denote
hpu, y, zq “ σpyq ¨ BByppu, y, zq `
B
Bz ppu, y, zq.
Then we have@
vpuq,L`fppuq˘D “Bvpuq, f BBuppuq
F
` xvpuq, ppuqLfy `
B
vpuq, hpuq
´
σpyq ¨ BBy f `
B
Bz f
¯F
.
Observe that
xvpuq, ppuqLfy “
ż 8
´8
ż 8
´8
vpu, y, zqppu, y, zqLfpy, zqdz dy
“ E“vpu, Y θu , BuqLfpY θu , Buq‰ “ E“E“gpY θt , BtqˇˇY θu , Bu‰LfpY θu , Buq‰
“ E “gpY θt , BtqLfpY θu , Buq‰
and similarlyB
vpuq, hpuq ¨
´
σpyq ¨ BBy f `
B
Bz f
¯F
“
B
vpuq, ppuq ¨ hpuq
ppuq ¨
´
σpyq ¨ BBy f `
B
Bz f
¯F
“
B
vpuq, ppuq
´
b¯ypT ´ uq BBy f ` b¯
zpT ´ uq BBz f
¯F
“ E
”
gpY θt , Btq
´
b¯ypT ´ u, Yu, Buq BBy fpY
θ
u , Buq ` b¯zpT ´ u, Yu, Buq
B
Bz fpY
θ
u , Buq
¯ı
,
Collecting everything,
ErfpY θt , BtqgpY θt , Btqs ´ErfpY θs , BsqgpY θt , Btqs “ ´E
”
gpY θt , Btq
ż t
s
LfpY θu , Buq
ı
´E
”
gpY θt , Btq
ż t
s
´
b¯ypT ´ u, Y θu , Buq
B
By fpY
θ
u , Buq ` b¯zpT ´ u, Y θu , Buq
B
Bz fpY
θ
u , Buq
¯
du
ı
“ ´E
”
gpY θt , Btq
ż t
s
L¯T´ufpY θu , Buqdu
ı
,
as required.
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Consider a sequence of partitions Dn of the form 0 “ tn0 ă tn1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tnn “ T with |Dn| “ max1ďkďn |tnk´
tnk´1| Ñ 0, nÑ8 (we will often omit the superscript n).
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Note that fpBθt q “ fprpY θt qq “ gpY θt q with g P L2locpRq, so it suffices to establish a
similar statement for Y θ. The rest of proof goes similarly to Fo¨llmer et al. (1995).
First note that by usual localization argument, we can assume that g P L2pRq. Also for a continuous
function h, the quadratic variation
rhpY θq, Bst “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
´
hpY θtkq ´ hpY θtk´1q
¯
pBtk ´Btk´1q
exists as a limit in u.c.p. Indeed, since B is a semimartingale, and hpY θq is an adapted continuous process,
then by (Protter, 2004, Theorem 21, p. 64),
lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpY θtk´1qpBtk ´Btk´1q “
ż t
0
hpY θs qdBs
in u.c.p. The time-reversed process is also a semimartingale, so arguing as in Fo¨llmer et al. (1995), we have
the convergence to the backward integral
lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpY θtkqpBtk ´Btk´1q “
ż t
0
hpY θs qd˚Bs
in u.c.p. Therefore, we obtain
rhpY θq, Bst “
ż t
0
hpY θs qd˚Bs ´
ż t
0
hpY θs qdBs.
Fix some T ą 0 and let now thmumě1 be a sequence of continuous functions, such that hm Ñ g in L2pRq as
mÑ8. Denote
Imptq :“
ż t
0
`
hmpY θs q ´ gpY θs q
˘
dBs,
Sn,mptq :“
ÿ
tkPDn,tkďt
`
hmpY θtk´1q ´ gpY θtk´1q
˘pBtk ´Btk´1q.
Since Bθ is a skew Brownian motion starting from 0, its density is PpBθt P dbq “ βpbq?2pite´
b2
2t db, b P R. Then
the density of Y θt satisfies ppt, yq “ β
2pyq?
2pit
e´
r2pyq
2t ď 1?
t
, so we can estimate, using the Doob inequality that
E sup
tPr0,T s
I2mptq ď 4
ż T
0
E
”`
hmpY θt q ´ gpY θt q
˘2ı
dt
“ 4
ż T
0
ż 8
´8
`
hmpyq ´ gpyq
˘2
ppt, yqdy dt
ď 4}hm ´ g}2L2pRq ¨
ż T
0
dt?
t
ď C}hm ´ g}2L2pRq.
Similarly,
E sup
tPr0,T s
S2n,mptq “ E
ÿ
tkPDn
`
hmpY θtk´1q ´ gpY θtk´1q
˘2ptk ´ tk´1q
ď C
ÿ
tkPDn,ką1
tk ´ tk´1?
tk´1
}hm ´ g}2L2pRq,
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whence
lim sup
nÑ8
E sup
tPr0,T s
S2n,mptq ď C}hm ´ g}2L2pRq.
As a result, we get suptPr0,T s |Imptq| PÝÑ 0, mÑ8, and for any ε ą 0
lim
mÑ8
lim sup
nÑ8
P
´
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇ
Sn,mptq
ˇˇ ą ε¯ “ 0.
Hence, using that ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hmpY θtk´1qpBtk ´Btk´1q Ñ
ż t
0
hmpY θs qdBs, nÑ8,
uniformly on r0, T s in probability, we get that
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
gpY θtk´1qpBtk ´Btk´1q Ñ
ż t
0
gpY θs qdBs, nÑ8,
uniformly on r0, T s in probability.
Further, recall that the time-reversed process pY¯ θt , B¯tq “ pY θT´t, BT´tq satisfies (8.12) in the weak sense.
As far as the convergence in probability is concerned, we can safely assume that pY¯ θ, B¯q satisfies (8.12) with
the same Brownian motion W¯ . Then we can writeż t
0
gpY θs qd˚Bs “
ż T
T´t
gpY¯ θs qdB¯s “
ż T
T´t
gpY¯ θs qdW¯s `
ż T
T´t
gpY¯ θs qb¯yps, Y¯ θs , B¯sqds.
Arguing as above, we haveÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
gpY θtkqpW¯T´tk ´ W¯T´tk´1q
“
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
gpY¯ θT´tkqpW¯T´tk ´ W¯T´tk´1q Ñ
ż T
T´t
gpY¯ θs qdW¯s, nÑ 8,
uniformly on r0, T s in probability. It remains to show that
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
gpY θtkq
ż tk
tk´1
bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsqds
“
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
gpY¯ θT´tkq
ż T´tk
T´tk´1
byps, Y¯ θs , B¯sqds
Ñ
ż T
T´t
gpY¯ θT´sqbyps, Y¯ θs , B¯sqds “
ż t
0
gpY θs qbypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsqds, nÑ8,
(8.15)
uniformly on r0, T s in probability.
We will first establish an estimate for
şT
0
|gpY θs qbypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq| ds with g P L2pRq. From (8.11), using
the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we haveż T
0
E
ˇˇˇ
gpY θs qbyps, Y θs , Bsq
ˇˇˇ
ds
ď C
ż T
0
E|gpY θs q|
´ 1
2Y θs β
2pY θs q ´Bs
` 2Y
θ
s β
2pY θs q ´Bs
s
¯
ds
ď C
ż T
0
”
E|gpY θs q|2 ¨ E
´ 1`
2Y θs β
2pY θs q ´Bs
˘2 `
`
2Y θs β
2pY θs q ´Bs
˘2
s2
¯ı 1
2
ds.
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As before, from the estimate pps, Y θs q ď C?s it follows that
E|gpY θs q|2 ď
C?
s
}g}2L2pRq.
Further, using (8.10) and (8.7) with w0 “ 0, we get
E
1`
2Y θs β
2pY θs q ´Bs
˘2 “ E 1
θ2
`
Bθs ` LspBθq
˘2
“ 1?
2pis3
ż 8
0
ż 8
´8
βpbq
l ` |b|e
´ pl`|b|q2
2s db dl
ď C?
s3
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
1
l ` be
´ pl`bq2
2s db dl ď C?
s3
ż 8
0
e´
z2
2s dz ď C
s
.
Similarly,
E
`
2Y θs β
2pY θs q ´Bs
˘2 ď C?
s3
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
pl ` bq3e´ pl`bq
2
2s dl db ď C?
s3
ż 8
0
z4e´
z2
2s dz ď Cs.
Therefore, ż T
0
E|gpY θs qbyps, Y θs , Bsq| ds
ď C}g}L2pRq
ż T
0
s´
3
4 ds ď C}g}L2pRq.
(8.16)
Using similar estimates, we getÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
ż tk
tk´1
E|gpY θtkqbypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq| ds
ď
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
ż tk
tk´1
´
E|gpY θtkq|2 ¨ E|bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq|2
¯ 1
2
ds
ď C}g}L2pRq
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
ż tk
tk´1
t
´1{4
k s
´1{2 ds
ď C}g}L2pRq
ż T
0
s´3{4 ds ď C}g}L2pRq.
(8.17)
If h P CpRq, then
δn “ max
tkPDn
sup
sPrtk´1,tks
|hpY θtkq ´ hpY θs q| Ñ 0, nÑ8,
almost surely, and we can estimateˇˇˇ ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpY θtkq
ż tk
tk´1
bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsqds´
ż t
0
hpY θs qbypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsqds
ˇˇˇ
ď δn
ż T
0
|bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq| ds.
Similarly to the calculations above,ż T
0
E|bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq| ds ď
ż T
0
´
E|bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq|2
¯ 1
2
ds ď C
ż T
0
s´
1
2 ds ď C,
so that
şT
0
|bypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsq| ds is bounded in probability. Therefore, for h P CpRq,ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpY θtkq
ż tk
tk´1
bypT ´ s, Y θs , BsqdsÑ
ż t
0
hpY θs qbypT ´ s, Y θs , Bsqds, nÑ8,
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uniformly on r0, T s in probability. Hence, taking, as before, a sequence hm P CpRq converging to g in L2pRq
and using (8.16) and (8.17), we arrive at (8.15). Combined with our previous findings, this leads to
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
´
fpBθtkq ´ fpBθtk´1q
¯
pBtk ´Btk´1q Ñ
ż t
0
fpBθs qdBs ´
ż t
0
fpBθs qd˚Bs, nÑ 8,
uniformly on r0, T s in probability. Since T ą 0 is arbitrary, this means precisely that the desired u.c.p.
convergence holds.
9 Proof of Theorem 4.5
For definiteness we set X0 “ 0. Let us first show that Xθ is a strong solution to (1.2). For θ “ 0 and
α P p´1, 1q, the statement follows directly from the Itoˆ formula proven in Fo¨llmer, Protter, and Shiryaev
(1995). Let θ P r´1, 1szt0u and α P p0, 1q. If h P C1pRq, hp0q “ 0, Hpxq “ şx
0
hpyqdy, then by the usual Itoˆ
formula for semimartingales (see, e.g. (Protter, 2004, Theorem II.32)), we have
HpBθt q “ Hp0q `
ż t
0
hpBθs qdBs ` θ
ż t
0
hpBθs qdLpBθq `
1
2
rhpBθq, Bst ` θ
2
rhpBθq, LpBθqst,
where the decomposition of quadratic variation into the sum holds true since both rhpBθq, Bθs and rhpBθq, Bs
exist as u.c.p. limits. Furthermore since hp0q “ 0, the quadratic variation rhpBθq, LpBθqs and the integral
w.r.t. LpBθq vanish a.s., so that we obtain the equality
HpBθt q “ Hp0q `
ż t
0
hpBθs qdBs `
1
2
rhpBθq, Bst.
Taking a sequence thmu of C1-functions such that, hmp0q “ 0, hmpxq “ |p1 ´ αqx|α for |x| ě 1 and
supxPr0,1s |hmpxq ´ p1´αq|x|α| Ñ 0, mÑ8, we utilize the Itoˆ isometry and Theorem 4.7 to get the desired
result.
Concerning the uniqueness, by Theorem 4.4, any strong solution must be given by (4.5) with some
θ P r´1, 1s. So it remains to show that for θ ‰ 0 and α P p´1, 0s, Xθ is not a solution of the SDE.
Let α “ 0. Clearly, ż t
0
IpBθs ‰ 0qdBs “ Bt a.s.
However
rIpBθ¨ ‰ 0q, Bs ” 0 a.s.
since hpxq “ Ipx ‰ 0q can be approximated by hmpxq ” 1 in L2pRq, and r1, Bs ” 0. Hence,ż t
0
IpBθs ‰ 0q ˝ dBs “ Bt ‰ Xθt “ Bt ` θLtpBθq.
For α P p´1, 0q, the Stratonovich integral w.r.t. B is well defined as the sumż t
0
|Bθs |
α
1´α ˝ dBs “
ż t
0
|Bθs |
α
1´α dBs ` 1
2
r|Bθ| α1´α , Bst
Choosing again a sequence of C1-functions thnu such that
hmpxq ” |p1 ´ αqx| α1´α , |x| ě 1,
}hmp¨q ´ |p1 ´ αqp ¨ q| α1´α }L2pRq Ñ 0,
we obtain that
Hmpxq “
ż x
0
hmpyqdy Ñ Hpxq “
`p1´ αqx˘ 11´α
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uniformly on R, so that we can apply the standard Itoˆ formula to obtain
HmpBθt q “ Hmp0q `
ż t
0
hmpBθs qdBθs `
1
2
rhmpBθq, Bθst
“ Hmp0q `
ż t
0
hmpBθs q ˝ dBs ` θ
ż t
0
hmpBθs q ˝ dLspBθq.
Passing to the limit as mÑ8 we observe that HmpBθt q Ñ HpBθt q “ Xθt as well asż t
0
hmpBθs q ˝ dBs “
ż t
0
hmpBθs qdBs `
1
2
rhmpBθq, Bst
Ñ
ż t
0
hpBθsqdBs `
1
2
rhpBθq, Bst “
ż t
0
hpBθs q ˝ dBs “
ż t
0
|Xθs |α ˝ dBs
by the Itoˆ isometry and Theorem 4.7. However it is easy to see e.g. by the monotone convergence (if we
choose hn monotonically increasing) thatż t
0
hpBθs q ˝ dLs “ lim
mÑ8
ż t
0
hmpBθs q ˝ dLs
“ p1´ αq α1´α lim
mÑ8
lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkăt
hmpBθtkq ` hmpBθtk´1q
2
pLtk ´ Ltk´1q “ `8,
so that the SDE (1.2) is not satisfied unless θ “ 0.
Note that the Riemann-Stieltjes integral w.r.t. L does not exist since the points of increase of L coincide
with the points of discontinuity of |Bθ| α1´α .
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A Proof of Lemma 6.2
To avoid cumbersome notation, we will use X and B in place of rX and rB.
Let ε ą 0 be such that gpxq “ 0 for |x| ď 2ε. Without loss of generality we may assume that g, g1 and g2
are bounded on R and ϕ, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are bounded for |x| ě ε (otherwise we perform localization and consider
the solution X stopped after hitting an arbitrary threshold ˘R, R ą 0).
For n ě 1, let Dn “ t0 “ tn0 ă tn1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă tnn “ tu be a sequence of partitions of r0, ts with the mesh
}Dn} “ maxk |tnk ´ tnk´1| Ñ 0, nÑ8 (in the following we may omit the index n for brevity).
First note that due to the additivity of the Stratonovich integral, for any r ě 0 we have
Xt “ Xr `
ż t
r
ϕpXsqdBs ` 1
2
rϕpXq, Bsr,t
and defining
τεr “ inftt ě r : |Xt| ď εu (A.1)
we get that
Xt^τεr “ Xr `
ż t^τεr
r
ϕpXsqdBs ` 1
2
ż t^τεr
r
ϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds
and in particular, for ω P tτεr ď tu
rϕpXq, Bsr,s “
ż s
r
ϕpXuqϕ1pXuqdu,ˇˇˇ
rϕpXq, Bsr,s
ˇˇˇ
ď max
|x|ěε
|ϕpxqϕ1pxq| ¨ |s´ r|, r ď s ď t.
(A.2)
Let wpδq be the modulus of continuity of X on the interval r0, ts, namely
wpδq “ wpω, δq “ sup
|u´v|ďδ
u,vPr0,ts
|Xupωq ´Xvpωq|.
(A.3)
Obviously limδÑ0 wpδq “ 0 a.s. Denote by
wn :“ wp}Dn}q (A.4)
and let Aεn :“ tω : wn ă εu. Then IAεnpωq Ñ 1 a.s. as nÑ8. Moreover, for ω P Aεn we have:
if sup
sPrtn
k
,tn
k`1s
|Xspωq| ě 2ε then inf
sPrtn
k
,tn
k`1s
|Xspωq| ě ε. (A.5)
Let us also denote
I
ε
tk,s
:“ I
´
inf
uPrtk,ss
|Xu| ě ε
¯
(A.6)
and note that for ω P Aεn we have
if |Xtkpωq| ě 2ε then Iεtk,spωq ” 1, s P rtk, tk`1s. (A.7)
Let us write gpXtq as a telescopic sum
gpXtq “ gpX0q `
ÿ
k
´
gpXtk`1q ´ gpXtkq
¯
“ gpX0q `
ÿ
k
g1pXtkqpXtk`1 ´Xtkq `
1
2
g2pξkqpXtk`1 ´Xtkq2
“ gpX0q `
ÿ
k
g1pXtkq
ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs
` 1
2
ÿ
k
g1pXtkq ¨ rϕpXq, Bstk,tk`1
` 1
2
ÿ
k
g2pξkqpXtk`1 ´Xtkq2, ξk P pXtk , Xtk`1q.
(A.8)
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We will prove that the first sum converges to
şt
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqds, the second sum converges in probability to
1
2
şt
0
g1pXsqϕ1pXsqds whereas the third sum converges to 12
şt
0
g2pXsq2ϕpXsqds.
1. Note that the Itoˆ integral t ÞÑ şt
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqdBs is well-defined on r0, T s due to the boundedness of
x ÞÑ g1pxqϕpxq. For any η ą 0, we estimate:
P
´ˇˇˇÿ
k
g1pXtkq
ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs ´
ż t
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqdBs
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
ď P
´
IAεn
¨
ˇˇˇÿ
k
g1pXtkq
ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs ´
ż t
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqdBs
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq
ď η´2EIAεn
”ÿ
k
ż tk`1
tk
´
g1pXtkq ´ g1pXsq
¯
ϕpXsqdBs
ı2
`PpA¯εnq
“ η´2EIAεn
”ÿ
k
ż tk`1
tk
´
g1pXtkq ´ g1pXsq
¯
I
´
sup
uPrtk,ss
|Xu ´Xtk | ď ε
¯
ϕpXsqdBs
ı2
`PpA¯εnq
ď η´2E
”ÿ
k
ż tk`1
tk
´
g1pXtkq ´ g1pXsq
¯
I
´
sup
uPrtk,ss
|Xu ´Xtk | ď ε
¯
ϕpXsqdBs
ı2
`PpA¯εnq
ď η´2E
ż t
0
ˇˇˇÿ
k
´
g1pXtkq ´ g1pXsq
¯
I
´
sup
uPrtk,ss
|Xu ´Xtk | ď ε
¯
ϕpXsqIptk,tk`1spsq
ˇˇˇ2
ds`PpA¯εnq Ñ 0
(A.9)
where we have used the continuity of X , boundedness of g1 and ϕ, and the fact that with probability 1 for
each s P r0, tsÿ
k
´
g1pXtkq ´ g1pXsq
¯
I
´
sup
uPrtk,ss
|Xu ´Xtk | ď ε
¯
ϕpXsqIrtk,tk`1qpsq Ñ 0, nÑ8. (A.10)
2. For any η ą 0, we estimate:
P
´ˇˇˇÿ
k
g1pXtkq ¨ rϕpXq, Bstk,tk`1 ´
ż t
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
ď P
´
IAεn
ˇˇˇÿ
k
g1pXtkq ¨ rϕpXq, Bstk,tk`1 ´
ż t
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq
“ P
´
IAεn
ˇˇˇÿ
k
g1pXtkq ¨
ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds´
ż t
0
g1pXsqϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq
“ P
´
IAεn
ˇˇˇÿ
k
ż t
0
´
g1pXtkq ´ g1pXsq
¯
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq Ñ 0, nÑ8.
(A.11)
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3. Eventually, to establish the convergence of the third summand we write the following decomposition
ÿ
k
g2pξkqpXtk`1 ´Xtkq2 ´
ż t
0
g2pXsqϕ2pXsqds
“
ÿ
k
g2pXtkq
”´ ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
´
ż tk`1
tk
ϕ2pXsqds
ı
`
ÿ
k
ż tk`1
tk
pg2pXtkq ´ g2pXsqqϕ2pXsqds
`
ÿ
k
´
g2pξkq ´ g2pXtkq
¯´ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
` 2
ÿ
k
g2pξkq
ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqds ¨ rϕpXq, Bstk,tk`1
`
ÿ
k
g2pξkqrϕpXq, Bs2tk,tk`1
“ S1 ` S2 ` S3 ` S4 ` S5
(A.12)
and show that each of Si, i “ 1, . . . , 5, converges to zero in probability.
3.1 For any η ě 0,
Pp|S1| ě ηq ď η´2EIAεnS21 `PpA¯εnq
“ E
”
IA
ÿ
k
g2pXtkq ¨
´´ ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
´
ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕ2pXsqds
¯ı2
`PpA¯εnq
ď E
”ÿ
k
g2pXtkq ¨
´´ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
´
ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕ2pXsqds
¯ı2
`PpA¯εnq
“ E|S11|2 `PpA¯εnq.
(A.13)
Denoting
Mk`1 :“ g2pXtkq ¨
´´ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
´
ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕ2pXsqds
¯
(A.14)
we observe that the process pMk`1,Ftkqk“0,...,n´1 is a zero mean square integrable martingale, and that
E|S11|2 “ E
n´1ÿ
k“0
M2k`1 ` 2E
ÿ
iăj
Mi`1Mj`1. (A.15)
Then clearly the second sum equals to zero (to see this note that ErMi`1Mj`1s “ ErErMi`1Mj`1|Ftj ss “
ErMi`1ErMj`1|Ftj ss “ 0). For the first sum we get
E
ÿ
k
M2k`1 ď 2E
ÿ
k
|g2pXtkq|2
´ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕpXsqdBs
¯4
` 2E
ÿ
k
|g2pXtkq|2
´ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ ϕ2pXsqds
¯2
ď 2 ¨ 36 ¨ }g2}2 ¨
ÿ
k
ptk`1 ´ tkqE
ż tk`1
tk
I
ε
tk,s
¨ |ϕpXsq|4 ds
` 2}g2}2 ¨ sup
|x|ěε
|ϕpxq|4 ¨
ÿ
k
ptk`1 ´ tkq2
ď 74t ¨ }g2}2 ¨ sup
|x|ěε
|ϕpxq|4 ¨ }∆tn} Ñ 0, nÑ8,
(A.16)
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where in the second line we have applied the moment inequality for Itoˆ integrals, see, e.g. Theorem I.7.1 in
Mao (2007).
3.2 To estimate S2, we note that
S2 “
ˇˇˇÿ
k
ż tk`1
tk
pg2pXtkq ´ g2pXsqqϕ2pXsqds
ˇˇˇ
ď max
k
sup
sPrtk,tk`1s
|g2pXtkq ´ g2pXsq| ¨
ż t
0
ϕ2pXsqdsÑ 0 a.s.
(A.17)
3.3 Analogously, we have
S3 “
ˇˇˇÿ
k
´
g2pξkq ´ g2pXtkq
¯´ ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
|
ď max
k
sup
sPrtk,tk`1s
|g2pXtkq ´ g2pXsq| ¨
ÿ
k
´ ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
Ñ 0 a.s.
(A.18)
since the sums in the previous line are bounded in probability:
E
ÿ
k
´ż tk`1
tk
ϕpXsqdBs
¯2
“ E
ż t
0
ϕ2pXsqds ă 8. (A.19)
3.4 For any η ą 0 we get for S4:
Pp|S4| ě ηq ď P
´
IAεn
ÿ
k
|g2pξkq|
ż tk`1
tk
|ϕpXsq| ds ¨
ˇˇˇ
rϕpXq, Bstk,tk`1
ˇˇˇ
ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq
ď P
´
IAεn
ÿ
k
|g2pξkq|
ż tk`1
tk
Itk,s|ϕpXsq| ds ¨
ż tk`1
tk
Itk,s|ϕpXsqϕ1pXsq| ds ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq
ď P
´
Cε ¨ }∆tn} ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq,
(A.20)
where
Cε “ t ¨ }g2} ¨ sup
|x|ěε
|ϕpxq| ¨ sup
|x|ěε
|ϕpxqϕ1pxq|. (A.21)
3.5 Analogously, for S5 we get
Pp|S5| ě ηq ď P
´
IAεn
ÿ
k
|g2pξkq|rϕpXq, Bs2tk,tk`1 ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq
“ P
´
IAεn
ÿ
k
|g2pξkq|
´ż tk`1
tk
Itk,sϕpXsqϕ1pXsqds
¯2
ě η
¯
ď P
´
Cε ¨ }∆tn} ě η
¯
`PpA¯εnq,
(A.22)
where
Cε “ t ¨ }g2} ¨ sup
|x|ěε
|ϕpxqϕ1pxq|2. (A.23)
B Partial differential equation for vps, x, wq
Let θ P p0, 1q. Define for fixed t ą 0 and a function g P C8pR2q with support inside D “ tpy, zq P
R
2 : rpyq ´ z ą 0u
vps, x, wq “ ErgpY θt , Btq|Y θs “ x, Bs “ ws, s P r0, ts, x, w P R,
where Y θ is the oscillating Brownian motion introduced in (8.1) in Section 8. We will show that this function
solves equation
` B
Bs ` L
˘
v “ 0 with L given by (8.13).
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Denoting ϕtpxq “ 1?
2pit
e´
x2
2t and taking into account that ψtpxq “ ´ϕ1tpxq “ xt ϕtpxq we employ (8.4) and
(8.5) to obtain
vps, x, wq “2
θ
ż `8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zqψt´s
´2yβ2pyq ´ κx´ z ` w
θ
¯
dz dy
` βpxq
θ
ż
y : xyą0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
´
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
¯
dy.
The cases x ą 0 and x ă 0 can be treated similarly, so we will consider only the former. Denote for brevity
β` “ 1` θ
2
, g1py, zq “ BBz gpy, zq, g2py, zq “
B2
Bz2 gpy, zq, hpx, y, z, wq “
2yβ2pyq ´ κx´ z ` w
θ
.
Also note that by (8.9), substituting z “ rpxq´ rpyq`w into hpx, y, z, wq gives |rpxq|` |rpyq| “ rpxq` |rpyq|.
Then
B
Bxvps, x, wq “ ´
2β`
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψt´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
´ 2κ
θ2
ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ1t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
´ β2`
ż 8
0
g1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy
` β2`
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ1t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ1t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy,
B
Bwvps, x, wq “
2
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψt´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
` 2
θ2
ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ1t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β`
ż 8
0
g1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy.
Further,
B2
Bx2 vps, x, wq “
2β2`
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ g1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψt´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
´ 2β
2
`
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψ1t´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
` 2κβ`
θ2
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψ1t´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
` 2κ
2
θ3
ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ2t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β3`
ż 8
0
g2py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy
´ 2β3`
ż 8
0
g1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ1t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ1t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy
` β3`
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq
”
ϕ2t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ2t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy,
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B2
Bx Bwvps, x, wq “ ´
2β`
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ g1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψt´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
´ 2κ
θ2
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψ1t´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
´ 2κ
θ3
ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ2t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
´ β2`
ż 8
0
g2py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy
` β2`
ż 8
0
g1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ1t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ1t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy,
B2
Bw2 vps, x, wq “
2
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyqg1py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψt´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
` 2
θ2
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψ1t´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdz dy
` 2
θ3
ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ2t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β`
ż 8
0
g2py, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy.
Therefore, taking into account that κ
β`
“ 1´θ2
1`θ “ 1´ θ, we get´ 1
2β2`
¨ B
2
Bx2 `
1
β`
¨ B
2
Bx Bw `
1
2
¨ B
2
Bw2
¯
vps, x, wq
“
´
´ 1
θ
` κ
β`θ2
´ 2κ
β`θ2
` 1
θ2
¯ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨ ψ1t´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
`
´ κ2
β2`θ3
´ 2κ
β`θ3
` 1
θ3
¯ ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ2t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β`
2
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ2t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ2t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy
“
´
´ 1
θ
´ 1´ θ
θ2
` 1
θ2
¯ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wqψ1t´sprpxq ` |rpyq|qdy
`
´ p1´ θq2
θ3
´ 2p1´ θq
θ3
` 1
θ3
¯ ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ2t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β`
2
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ2t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ2t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy
“ 1
θ
ż 8
´8
β2pyq
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq ¨ ψ2t´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β`
2
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ2t´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕ2t´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy.
On the other hand,
B
Bsvps,x, wq “
2
θ
ż 8
´8
ż rpyq´rpxq`w
´8
gpy, zq BBsψt´sphpx, y, z, wqqdz dy
` β`
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ´ rpxq ` wq BBs ¨
”
ϕt´sprpxq ´ rpyqq ´ ϕt´sprpxq ` rpyqq
ı
dy.
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Taking into account that BBtϕtpxq “ 12ϕ2t pxq and BBtψtpxq “ 12ψ2t pxq, we arrive at the desired equation´ B
Bs `
1
2β2pxq ¨
B2
Bx2 `
1
βpxq ¨
B2
Bx Bw `
1
2
¨ B
2
Bw2
¯
vps, x, wq “ 0, x ą 0.
Dealing similarly with the case x ă 0, we get´ B
Bs ` L
¯
vps, x, wq “ 0, x ‰ 0, w P R,
where
Lfpx,wq “
´σ2pxq
2
¨ B
2
Bx2 ` σpxq ¨
B2
Bx Bw `
1
2
¨ B
2
Bw2
¯
fpx,wq. (B.1)
Further, let f P C8pR2q have bounded support inside tpx,wq : w ă rpxqu, and
pps, x, wq “ 2β
2pxq
θ
ψs
´2xβ2pxq ´ w
θ
¯
as given by (8.6). Denoting β´ “ 1´θ2 and using integration by parts, we writeż 8
´8
β2pxq¨pps, x, wq ¨ fpx,wq ¨ B
2
Bx2 vps, x, wqdx
“ fp0, wq ¨
”
β2´ ¨ pps, 0´, xq ¨
B
Bxvps, 0´, wq ´ β
2
` ¨ pps, 0`, wq ¨
B
Bxvps, 0`, wq
ı
´
ż 8
´8
β2pxq ¨ BBxvps, x, wq ¨
B
Bx
´
pps, x, wqfpx,wq
¯
dx.
We have
β2´ ¨ pps, 0´, xq
B
Bxvps, 0´, wq ´ β
2
` ¨ pps, 0`, wq
B
Bxvps, 0`, wq
“ 2
θ
ψt
´
´ w
θ
¯
¨
”
2
ż 8
´8
β2pyq ¨ gpy, rpyq ` wq ¨ ψt´sp|rpyq|qdy
` β2´
ż 0
´8
gpy, rpyq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ1t´sp´rpyqq ´ ϕ1t´sprpyqq
ı
dy
´ β2`
ż 8
0
gpy, rpyq ` wq ¨
”
ϕ1t´sp´rpyqq ´ ϕ1t´sprpyqq
ı
dy
ı
“ 0,
since ϕ1t “ ψt and ψtp´xq “ ´ψtpxq. Further, using integration by parts again and noting that v is
continuous, we getż 8
´8
β2pxq ¨ BBxvps, x, wq ¨
B
Bx
´
pps, x, wqfpx,wq
¯
dx
“ vps, 0, wq ¨ BBxfp0, wq ¨
´
β2´ ¨ pps, 0´, wq ´ β2` ¨ pps, 0`, wq
¯
` vps, 0, wq ¨ fp0, wq
´
β2´ ¨
B
Bxpps, 0´, wq ´ β
2
` ¨
B
Bxpps, 0`, wq
¯
´
ż 8
´8
βpxq2 ¨ vps, x, wq B
2
Bx2 ¨
´
pps, x, wqfpx,wq
¯
dx
“ ´4vps, 0, wq ¨ fp0, wq ¨ ψ1s
´w
θ
¯
´
ż 8
´8
β2pxq ¨ vps, x, wq ¨ B
2
Bx2
´
pps, x, wqfpx,wq
¯
dx.
Integrating with respect to w then leads toB
β2
B2
Bx2 vpsq, fppsq
F
“
B
vpsq, β2 B
2
Bx2
`
fppsq˘F` 4 ż 8
´8
vps, 0, wqfp0, wqψ1s
´w
θ
¯
dw.
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Similarly, integrating by parts with respect to w,B
β
B2
Bx Bwvpsq, fppsq
F
“ ´
B
β
B
Bxvpsq,
B
Bw
`
fppsq˘F .
and integrating by parts with respect to x,ż 8
´8
βpxq ¨ BBw
`
pps, x, wqfpx,wq˘ BBxvps, x, wqdx
“ vps, 0, wqfp0, wq
´
β´
B
Bwpps, 0´, xq ´ β`
B
Bwpps, 0`, wq
¯
´
ż 8
´8
βpxq ¨ vps, x, wq B
2
Bx Bw
´
pps, x, wqfpx,wq
¯
´ 2vps, 0, wqfp0, wqψ1s
´w
θ
¯
,
so B
β
B2
Bx Bwvpsq, fppsq
F
“
B
vpsq, β B
2
Bx Bw
`
fppsq˘F´ 2 ż 8
´8
vps, 0, wqfp0, wqψ1s
´w
θ
¯
dw.
Finally, integrating by parts with respect to w twice,B B2
Bw2 vpsq, fppsq
F
“
B
vpsq, B
2
Bw2
`
fppsq˘F .
Summing everything, we get, with L given by (B.1), that@
Lvpsq, fppsqD “ @vpsq,L`fppsq˘D . (B.2)
C Proof of Theorem 4.7 for θ “ ˘1
Without loss of generality, let θ “ 1, so that the skew Brownian motion B1 is a non-negative reflected
Brownian motion. The process B1 has a density w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure
ppt, zq “
?
2?
pit
e´
z2
2t , z ě 0. (C.1)
On the time interval t P r0, T s, consider the time reversed process B¯1t :“ B1T´t. Denote bps, zq “ ´ BBz log pps, zq “
z
t
, z ě 0, t ą 0.
Lemma C.1 (Lemma 2.1, Petit (1997)). Define the process
W¯t :“ B¯1t ´ B¯10 ´ LtpB¯1q `
ż t
0
bpT ´ s, B¯1sqds,
“ ´BT `BT´t ´ LtpB1q ` LT´tpB1q `
ż T
T´t
bps,Bθs qds, t P r0, T s.
(C.2)
Then the process W¯ is a F B¯
1
- Brownian motion and the time reversed process B¯1 is a solution to the SDE
B¯1t “ B¯10 ` W¯t ` LtpB¯1q `
ż t
0
bpT ´ s, B¯1s qds. (C.3)
Moreover, the time-reversed Brownian motion B¯t “ BT´t satisfies
B¯t “ B1T´t ´ LT´tpB1q “ B¯1t ´ LtpB¯1q “ B¯10 ` W¯t `
ż t
0
bpT ´ s, B¯1s qds. (C.4)
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Proposition C.2. Let f P L2
loc
pRq and let the reflected Brownian motion B1 be the unique strong solution
of the SDE (4.1). Then the quadratic variation
rfpB1q, Bst “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
`
fpB1tkq ´ fpB1tk´1q
˘pBtk ´Btk´1q
exists as a limit in u.c.p. Moreover, let thmumě1 be a sequence of continuous functions such that for each
A ą 0
lim
mÑ8
ż A
´A
|hmpxq ´ fpxq|2 dx “ 0. (C.5)
Then
rhmpB1q, Bst Ñ rfpB1q, Bst, mÑ8, (C.6)
in u.c.p.
Proof. 1. First we note that for a square integrable continuous function h, the quadratic variation
rhpB1q, Bst “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
´
hpB1tkq ´ hpB1tk´1q
¯
pBtk ´Btk´1q
exists as a limit in u.c.p. Indeed arguing as in (Fo¨llmer et al., 1995, Proposition 3.1) we see that since B
is a semimartingale, and hpB1q is an adapted continuous process, the Riemannian sums converge to the Itoˆ
integral in u.c.p. by (Protter, 2004, Theorem 21, p. 64):
lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
nÿ
k“1
hpB1tk´1qpBtk ´Btk´1q “
ż t
0
hpB1sqdBs.
Let T ą 0 be fixed. The time-reversed processes pB¯1, B¯q satisfy (C.3) and (C.4) and are also semimartin-
gales so that for the backward Riemannian sums we get the u.c.p. convergence
lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
nÿ
k“1
hpB1tkqpBtk ´Btk´1q “ limnÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
nÿ
k“1
hpB¯1T´tkqpB¯T´tk ´ B¯T´tk´1q
“ ´ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
skPDn,sk`1ět
hpB¯1skqpB¯sk`1 ´ B¯skq “ ´
ż T
T´t
hpB¯1s qdB¯s
“
ż t
0
hpB1sqd˚Bs.
Hence, the quadratic variation process exists as a difference
rhpB1q, Bst “
ż t
0
hpB1sqd˚Bs ´
ż t
0
hpB1s qdBs. (C.7)
2. Let us extend the formula (C.7) to locally square integrable functions. First note that by usual localization
argument we can assume that f P L2pRq. Note that E şT
0
|fpB1t q|2 dt ă 8, so that the Itoˆ integral Iptq “şt
0
fpB1s qdBs exists.
Let h be a square integrable continuous function. Then the estimate pps, zq ď 1?
s
for the density of B1s ,
the Doob inequality and the Itoˆ isometry yield
E sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ ż t
0
hpB1sqdBs ´
ż t
0
fpB1sqdBs
ˇˇˇ2
ď 4
ż T
0
E
`
fpB1t q ´ hpB1t q
˘2
dt
“ 4
ż T
0
ż 8
0
`
fpzq ´ hpzq˘2ppt, zqdz dt
ď 4}f ´ h}2L2pRq ¨
ż T
0
dt?
t
ď C ¨ }f ´ h}2L2pRq,
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for some constant C ą 0. Let now
Snptq :“
ÿ
tkPDn,tkďt
`
hpB1tk´1q ´ fpB1tk´1q
˘pBtk ´Btk´1q.
Similarly to the argument above we get
E sup
tPr0,T s
|Snptq|2 “ E
ÿ
tkPDn
`
hpB1tk´1q ´ fpB1tk´1q
˘2ptk ´ tk´1q
ď C ¨
ÿ
tkPDn,ką1
tk ´ tk´1?
tk´1
}h´ f}2L2pRq
ď C ¨ }h´ f}2L2pRq ¨ sup
n
ÿ
tkPDn,ką1
tk ´ tk´1?
tk´1
ď C ¨ }h´ f}2L2pRq.
As a result, we get
lim sup
nÑ8
E sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpB1tk´1qpBtk ´Btk´1q ´
ż t
0
fpB1sqdBs
ˇˇˇ2
ď C ¨ }h´ f}2L2pRq.
3. To treat the backward integral recall again that the time-reversed process pB¯1t , B¯tq “ pB1T´t, BT´tq
satisfies (C.3) and (C.4) with the Brownian motion W¯ . Then for h P CpRq we can writeż t
0
hpB1s qd˚Bs “
ż T
T´t
hpB¯1s qdB¯s “
ż T
T´t
hpB¯1s qdW¯s `
ż T
T´t
hpB¯1sqbpT ´ s, B¯1sqds.
Repeating the arguments from Step 2, we obtain the existence of the Itoˆ integral
şT
T´t fpB¯1sqdW¯s and the
estimate
lim sup
nÑ8
E sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ ÿ
skPDn,sk`1ąt
hpB¯1skqpW¯sk`1 ´ W¯skq ´
ż T
T´t
fpB¯1sqdW¯s
ˇˇˇ2
ď C ¨ }h´ f}2L2pRq.
It remains to establish an estimate for the Lebesque integral
şt
0
fpB1s qbps,B1sqds:ż T
0
E
ˇˇˇ
fpB1sqbps,B1s q
ˇˇˇ
ds ď
ż T
0
´
E|fpB1sq|2 ¨E
ˇˇˇ
bps,B1sq
ˇˇˇ2¯1{2
ds.
Then
E|fpB1sq|2 “
ż 8
0
|fpzq|2 ¨ pps, zqdz ď C?
s
}f}2L2pRq
and, recalling that bpt, zq “ z
t
,
E
ˇˇˇ
bps,B1sq
ˇˇˇ2
“
ż 8
0
z2
s2
¨ pps, zqdz ď C
s5{2
ż 8
0
z2e´z
2{2s dz “ C
s
.
Hence ż T
0
E
ˇˇˇ
fpB1s qbps,B1sq
ˇˇˇ
ds ď C ¨ }f}L2pRq ¨
ż T
0
ds
s3{4
ď C ¨ }f}L2pRq.
Furthermore for a continuous and square integrable h
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpB1tkq
ż tk
tk´1
bppT ´ s, B¯1sqds
“ ´
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpB¯1T´tkq
ż T´tk
T´tk´1
B¯1s
s
dsÑ ´
ż T
T´t
hpB¯1sq
B¯1s
s
ds
(C.8)
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uniformly on r0, T s in probability as nÑ8. Since
δn “ max
tkPDn
sup
sPrtk´1,tks
|hpB1tkq ´ hpB1s q| Ñ 0, nÑ8,
almost surely and we can estimateˇˇˇ ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpB1tkq
ż tk
tk´1
bpT ´ s,B1s qds´
ż t
0
hpB1s qbpT ´ s,B1sqds
ˇˇˇ
ď δn
ż T
0
B¯1s
s
ds.
Similarly to the calculations above,
E
ż T
0
B¯1s
s
ds ď C
ż T
0
ds?
s
ď C.
Therefore
sup
tPr0,T s
ˇˇˇ ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
hpB1tkq
ż tk
tk´1
bpT ´ s,B1sqds´
ż t
0
hpB1s qbpT ´ s,B1s qds
ˇˇˇ
Ñ 0
in probability as nÑ8.
Eventually taking a sequence hm P CpRq converging to f in L2pRq we arrive at (C.8). Combined with
our previous findings, this leads to
rfpB1q, Bst “ lim
nÑ8
ÿ
tkPDn,tkăt
´
fpB1tkq ´ fpB1tk´1q
¯
pBtk ´Btk´1q
“
ż t
0
fpB1sqdBs ´
ż t
0
fpB1s qd˚Bs
uniformly on r0, T s in probability. Since T ą 0 is arbitrary, this means precisely that the desired u.c.p.
convergence holds.
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